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The point of this exhibit is sharing. It is my hope that you, the viewer, when you close your screen, have
learned something that you didn't know about my culture. In these times people are putting up walls of
divide, making people afraid to ask questions about cultures and beliefs. But asking questions leads to more
awareness and understanding. 

My art is a large part of who I am and isn't just inspired by my Ojibway heritage but also by living loud and
proud as a 2Spirited person. In Indigenous culture, 2Spirit represents both genders and multiple sexualities
which are held in high regard, spiritually. This can be seen reflected in much of my work. 

Enjoy the show.



ARTIST BIOGRAPHY
 

Patrick Hunter is a 2Spirit Ojibway artist, graphic
designer, and entrepreneur from Red Lake, Ontario. In
2011, he made the move to Toronto to pursue a career
in the arts after completing the graphic design program
at Sault College in Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario.

Knowing that his cultural background was an asset to
his success, in 2014 he launched Patrick Hunter Art &
Design. Specializing in fine and digital artwork and
designs from his Ojibway roots with the intent to create
a broader awareness of Indigenous culture and
iconography.

He currently resides in Toronto and is busily preparing
to launch a Made in Canada collection of apparel and
houseware products.



3 Sisters
Commissioned in 2014 by the
eldest Andersen sister in Red Lake,
Ontario, the three feathers
represent the three sisters
together, sharing the same colours
but bold, strong and unique in their
own ways. 



Snowy Owl
This piece came about
at a painting party I was
having with friends of
mine who wanted to
learn some basic
techniques. I’ve always
had a love for snowy
owls and sometimes I
just want to paint
something for the sheer
enjoyment of painting. 



Ponder
One of my
latest pieces.



Canadian Woodland
This is an image of Canada through the Woodland art lens. It’s filled with many of the beautiful
iconic animals found throughout the country. In the foreground a stylized version of each
provincial flower is represented as well.



Land & Cosmos
The piece itself is pretty simple, it’s
about honouring the land & water.
How precious and small it is in
relation to the cosmos around us.
All the earth does every single day
is take care of us, and this piece is
about taking a moment, maybe
two or three, to appreciate that.
The intention behind the work I do
is just to make art that makes
people feel good. Hopefully in
some small way make it better for
someone else out there. 



Heart of Gold
This piece is half of a two-part series for a friend back
home in Red Lake who underwent life-saving surgery
on his heart. He wanted to do something nice for the
doctor that saved his life, so he commissioned me to
do a painting for the doctor and also one for himself.
I'm sure everyone in Red Lake thanks the doctor who
saved our friend. I haven’t met the doctor yet, but I’m
sure that like our friend, she has a heart of gold too! 



Moose Battle
One of my
latest pieces.



Turtle Island
Turtle Island is what my
people, the First Nations of
Canada, refer to as North
America. She carries the
people, and represented by
the trees on her back are the
Seven Grandfather teachings -
love, humility, truth, bravery,
wisdom, respect, and honesty.
The blue tiles of her shell
represent all of the fresh lakes
and the black line represents
our good soil for growing in
North America. The tipi
represents the people living
amongst all of these things
and that we’ve got to take
good care of what we were
given.



Summer Dusk
This piece is very much inspired
by those hot summer nights just
before dusk, where it’s a little
hazy and you’ve had a successful
day in the sun. Back home, the
sunsets are always phenomenal
and it’s actually called "sunset
country", but there’s generally a
wildfire burning somewhere close
by which makes the sunsets that
much more intense. On a more
spiritual note, the sun gives us
everything we need; it wraps us in
warmth and feeds the plants and
currents that in turn feed us. I use
spirit lines in nature to show the
connection from one form of life
to another, so in this piece the
sun is radiating his energy out,
feeding the currents in the water
depicted by the swirls, and giving
its energy to the trees which are
all connected too.



Anishinaabe World View
This painting is a celebration of the Anishinaabe point of view of the Earth. In times like these, perspective is
everything. In the middle is the Tree of Life, which is a revered symbol in many cultures, most especially amongst
Aboriginals. From it comes all life, our shelter, our tools/weapons and our food.  (continued on next page)



Anishinaabe World View (cont'd)

The leaves represent all of us - people and creatures that live on our Mother Earth, and each branch a different form
of life. Below the tree are rocks that represent our Grandfathers. They are the ones that have come before us, upon
which all life has been built, and hold us in place so we may grow up strong. 

The sky is divided between night and day. In the day, Giizus, the sun, represents the Father. The moon, our
Grandmother. Giizus gives plants the energy they need to make air and food for us. Our Grandmother, the moon,
watches over us during the night and lights the way for us through the dark. 

Wawatay (Northern Lights) are the spirits of our ancestors celebrating life and reminding us that we are all part of
Creation. Their dancing forms a pathway for the souls as they travel to the next world. It’s said that when we are living
properly and conducting our ceremonies and dances, the spirits of our ancestors dance in the heavens. 

The beauty in life is represented by the flowers along the base of the tree, short-lived and delicate. Last but most
importantly, there’s the water. Water is the one thing that we all need to survive and we need to protect it. It also
represents the cycle of life, from water to the clouds in the sky and back to earth in the form of rain. 



Keesic Bay
This is a painting of a specific
area back home in the Red
Lake, Ontario area. It takes
place just around sunset. The
sunsets at home are some of
the most beautiful I’ve seen in
the world so I really hope I did it
some justice. For those of you
who live in the area, you might
recognize this scene. I’m not
sure what the bay is called on a
map, but traditionally it’s called
Keesic Bay and it can be viewed
from the second entrance to
Kinsman Beach on the way to
Forestry Point. 



Red Rising
This piece is about paying homage to all of the Indigenous artists,
social workers, entrepreneurs, teachers, comedians, authors,
musicians, actors, lawyers, students and activists that are moving
the culture forward. Hats off to everyone who’s doing well and
trying to get well! 

We are our ancestors' wildest dreams, and this one’s for you!



Oonie Lake
This piece was inspired by a canoe trip I took in
2012 at Oonie Lake near the Woodland Provincial
Park in Northwestern Ontario. I’ve been fortunate
enough to visit Oonie Lake a few times now in my
life and it is one of my favourite places in the
world. 



Woman & Grandmother Moon
An Anishinaabe-kwe woman figure with an Eagle feather
offers her thanks to Grandmother Moon. In Anishinaabe
culture, the full moon is when women are at their most
powerful, because like the Creator, they too are able to
create life.



Pride Feathers
I wanted to create something for Pride that visually represented two large parts of my spirit, being Ojibwe, and also
living my life as a gay man. I designed these feathers as my representation of eagle feathers. In my culture, we believe
that because the eagle flies the highest, he carries the prayers of the people to the Creator. When one is found or is
given to you, it means that you’ve done something significant and you're on the right path in life. Having the courage
to be who you are and living with Pride in the LGBTQ2S community is something that I believe is worthy of many eagle
feathers ... six to be exact



Your feedback is important to the Gallery at the J and to the artist. 
Click here to leave a comment.

 
To receive the latest news on art exhibits and other Arts, Culture and Jewish Community

programs, subscribe to Culture at the J. 

To purchase a print of Patrick Hunter's work, please visit
www.patrickhunter.ca/collections

https://www.mnjcc.org/galleryfeedback
https://www.mnjcc.org/connect

